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Engeli l ight

Engeli medium 

Engeli dark

ENGELI
historic, distinctive & 

remarkable 
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Collection

Engeli exudes inimitable strength of character, reminiscent of times 
long past. Wide joints between the planks, highlighted knots, 
deliberate relief and matt sheen patina pay homage to the oak 

flooring in historic residences. The oak itself has hundred-year-old 
stories to tell, written as striking features within the grain. It is 
traditional in its solid appearance but sits atop a contemporary 

construction; superior in sustainability, steadfastness, and 
performance to modern technical requirements.

Engeli
historic, distinctive & remarkable 



Collection

Linen light

Linen medium

Linen dark

FINE LINE
contemporary, clean &

 refined 
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Collection

Fine Line planks distil a quiet sense of precision. The straight, 
parallel lines create a uniform picture that undergoes gentle 

optical shifts, revealing many individual elements up close. We 
achieve this through a more refined approach to woodworking; 

using the whole tree trunk to assemble veneers with consistency 
and harmony.

Fine Line
contemporary, clean & refined 



Collection

Oak 1900 light

Oak 1900 medium

Oak 1900 dark

OAK 
1900

Lived-in, authentic &
 welcoming
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Collection

Oak 1900 has the charm and charisma of a timeworn floor 
and the structural strengths of a new one. We create an aged 

impression by hand-washing the newly-cut planks until 
they develop a mature patina often only seen in vintage or 
reclaimed timber. We work natural pigments, oils, resins, 

and waxes deeply into the wood, offering better colour 
authenticity and enhanced protection that aesthetically 

integrates future marks. 

Oak 1900
lived-in, authentic & welcoming



Collection

Linen light

Linen medium 

Linen dark

TIGER 
GRAIN
bold, wild & 
recognisable 
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Collection

Tiger Grain takes its unusual beauty from the heartwood of the 
oak tree. Medullary rays ripple their way through the innermost 

trunk, creating these exquisite patterns designed by nature. 
To bring this beauty to the fore, we meticulously arrange the 
veneers; giving a distinctive tiger-pelt appearance that gives 

contemporary flair to any space.

Tiger Grain
bold, wild & recognisable 



Collection

Linen light

Linen medium 

Linen dark

ROUGH CUT
rugged, raw & 

tacti le
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Collection

Rough Cut planks have the frank, coarse character of timber 
fresh from the sawmill. The grooves run perpendicular to the 

length, with saw marks made across the grain to widen the ap-
pearance; together lending a rustic, country-style aesthetic. Our 
Rough Cut planks are lively yet soft to the touch, thanks to our 

formulated treatment of natural resins, waxes, and oils.  

Rough Cut
rugged, raw & tactile


